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Idempotent reducts of abelian groups 
A G N E S S Z E N D R E I 
1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to describe all idempotent reducts of 
abelian groups, in particular all minimal nontrivial idempotent reducts and to 
characterize the lattice of all subclones of the clone of the full idempotent reduct 
of abelian groups. These results extend a theorem of PLONKA (see [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] ) which 
states that the clones of the idempotent reducts of a (not necessarily abelian) group 
form a chain if and only if the group is abelian and of prime power exponent. More-
over, if an abelian group is of exponent pk for a prime p (k£N) then this chain consists 
of k + 1 elements. Our main result (Theorem 1) gives a representation for any idem-
potent reduct of the group of integers as a finite intersection of reducts of a very 
simple type. Hence the further results mentioned above can be deduced easily. 
Basic universal algebraic concepts are from [1]. We are only interested in algebras 
up to equivalence. Let (A; P) be an algebra where P can be supposed to be the set 
of all polynomials. Reducts of (A; P) are defined to be algebras of the form (A; R> 
with R^P. By an idempotent reduct of (A; P) we mean a reduct (A; J ) with all 
operations in J idempotent. The maximal idempotent reduct of (A; P), i.e. the 
reduct (A; / ) where I contains all the idempotent operations of P, will be called 
the full idempotent reduct. 
We adopt the definition of a clone due to TAYLOR. In [5] a clone is defined to be 
a heterogeneous algebra (A k ; Cnm, tf)k,m,n,itN,isn with heterogeneous operations 
Cm '. An X A','„ — Am 
called substitutions and 
el: { 0 } - An 
called projections, satisfying the identities: 
Cm(z, Cm(j'l, Xr, ..., X„), ..., Cm(jp, X!, ..., X„)) — 
= Cnm(Cnp(z,yi, ..., y^), Xi, ...,x„), n,m,peN={ 1,2, ...}; 
Cm{eni, . . . , *„) = Xi, m, n, i£N, i ^ n; 
CX(y, el, ..., e") = y, n£N. 
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The concepts of isomorphism, subalgebra, subalgebra generated by a subset, etc. 
can naturally be generalized for heterogeneous algebras, in particular for clones, 
too (see [5]). 
Note that for any algebra (A; P) the set of all polynomials P i s a clone and 
the reducts of (A, P) are determined up to equivalence by the subclones of P. 
The following notations will be used in the paper. N0 or N will stand for the 
set of nonnegative or positive integers, respectively. Z and Zm will mean the set of 
integers and the set of integers modulo m (m£N0), respectively. The greatest common 
divisor of natural numbers m and n will be denoted by (m, ri). If e is an element 
of a lattice L we shall write [e)L for the dual principal ideal of L generated by e. The 
subclone of a clone C generated by the subset H of C will be denoted by [H]. 
Any n-ary (n£N) polynomial of an abelian group (G; + , — ,0 ) is of the form 
(#i> •••> in)^-c1g1 + ... + c„g„ where c1,...,cn£Z. It will be denoted by c1x1 + ... 
...-t-c„x„|G. Such a polynomial is idempotent if q + . . . + c„ = 1. In particular, 
c1x1 + ...+c„x„\z is idempotent if and only if cx +... + c„ = 1. 
2. The main theorem. Let n be a natural number. Consider the set of all idem-
potent polynomials c1x1 +... + cmxm |z with the property that all the coefficients 
cf but one are divisible by n. Obviously, they form a clone for which we shall write 
Cl(n). In particular, the clone of the full idempotent reduct of (Z; + , —, 0) coincides 
with C/(l), while C/(0) is the clone consisting of all the projections only. Note that 
Cl(n) consists exactly of those polynomials c1x1 + ... + cmxm\z for which c1x1 + ... 
... + cmxm\Zn is a projection. 
T h e o r e m 1. For any clone C with C/(l)z)Cz>C/(0) there exist uniquely 
determinedpairwise relatively prime numbers px, ..., pk> 1 such that 
We prepare the proof of the theorem by stating several lemmas. For simplicity 
subscript Z in polynomials will be omitted. 
L e m m a 1. If (Cl{\)^.)Cbx + (-n)y + nz (n£N0) then C together with any 
polynomial cxx^+... +cmxm contains each polynomial ( q + «)Xj + . . . + (cm + n)xm 
with tls ..., tm£Z and ij +... + tm = 0. In particular, CI («) is generated by the polynomial 
x + ( — ri)y + nz and, consequently, 
P r o o f . First we prove our claim for C=[{x+(—n)y+nz}] , i.e. we prove 
[{*+(—n)y-\-nz}] = Cl(n). Inclusion Q is obvious. Inclusion in the opposite direc-
tion follows in two steps. By induction on t we get 
(1) C = n(C/(A) | l = i ^ k). 
(2) [Cl(m)U Cl(n)] = Cl((m, n)), m,n£N0. 
x + (-tn)y + tnz£C, 
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then by induction on r we can prove that for any dixi+... +drxr£Cl(n) and i ^ j 
i/i^-f... +drxr = 2dkxk + dixj +(-di)xj + dixieC, k=l 
U ^ i 
as required. 
Let С stand now for an arbitrary clone containing the polynomial *+(—r i )y+nz . 
Obviously СЭС/(и); hence if c1x1 +... +cmxm£C and ..., tm£Z with + 
... + i m = 0 then 
(с1 + /1и)х1+ ... +{cm + tmri)xm = 
= ... +cmxm) + t1nxl + ... +tmnxmeC 
which was to be proved. 
As for (2) we note that 
x + ( — (m, n))y + (m, ri)z = (x + ( — um)y + umz) + ( — vn)y + vnz 
where u,v£Z and um+vn=(m, n). This implies inclusion 2 in (2). Inclusion g is 
obvious, thus the proof of the lemma is complete. 
L e m m a 2. / / ( С / ( 1 ) 2 ) С з С / ( / ; ) , wherep is a prime, then C=C/(1). 
P r o o f . If С is properly contained in Cl( 1) then the polynomials c1x1 + ... 
...-t-cmxm|z where clXl + ...+cmxm£C constitute a proper subclone in the clone 
of the full idempotent reduct of (Zp ; + , — ,0). This contradicts the theorem of 
Plonka quoted in the introduction. 
L e m m a 3. Let nf_N, n=2 and let р1г ...,p„>1 be pairwise relatively prime 
numbers. If 
(C/( 1) I ) C D Cl(PlPn) П ( П (Cl(pj) |2 1)) 
and С contains a polynomial 
dlXl+... +dmxmen(Cl(Pj) | l ^ j ^ n ) 
such that there exist two coefficients in (d1} ..., dm) not divisible by ргр„ (for brevity we 
will say that this polynomial separates рг and pn) then 
C i D ( C / ^ ) | l 
P r o o f . Set P—Px--Pn• By Lemma 1, we can assume p\db i= 1 , . . . , m. Moreover, 
we can suppose d t = e ^ i , where 
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whenever 2 — u t = 1. This is obvious for n = 2. Suppose 3. Let 
¡=1 Pi 
Ji p 
ft Vi= 2 (» = !.• ••>*")• 
;=ji-i+1 Pj 
m m n 
We have 2 ei<ii = 2fiVi = 1 a n d •••> <7i-i> <7m) = —-, thus />!(<?,-/,) ft, 
i=l ¡ = 1 
/ = 1 , . . . ,m. As Cl(p)QC we can apply Lemma 1 to have 
/l<7l*l+ ••• +/m e c . 
Choose integers viy v2 such that v1p1pn + v2p2...p„^1 = \. Clearly 
V1 PiP„X + V2p2... p„-iy£C, 
( p p I p p 
— Ui + — u„ + «2*2+ ••• + « „ . j X n - i ^ C , 
I Pi Pn ) Pi Pn-1 
thus 
v2p2 ...p„-i(fiqiXi + (l-fiqi)x„) + 
+ »lPlPn H r " l + + "2*2 + - + - T ~ " n - l * n - l = 
\\Pl Pn ) Pi Pn-1 ) 
= \v2p2 ...pn-i Ui + ... + U^j + ViPiP„ + " n j j *1 + 
+ (1 - V 2 p 2 ••• Pn-i)^-U2X2+ ... + ( 1 —v2p2 ...pn_i)-^—Un_iXn_i + 
Pi Pn-1 
+ \V2P2 ...pn..i \ ~ — U J l + 1+... 
<Pj j + 1 Pn-1 
{»I * + (1 -ViPiP„)~-U„ Pn 
Xn = 
Xi+... + \-?-un + tnp\xn£C 
where t1, ...,t„ are integers with ti + ... + i„=0. This implies (3) by Lemma 1. 
Finally we drop the assumption n ^ 3 and prove that 
(4) C / 0 > ) u { - f U1X1+ unx„11 = n(C/(A)|l ^ i S n). 
i Pi Pn J J 
Let we denote the clone on the left by D. Suppose 
d{Xl + ... +d;nxmer\(Cl(Pi)\\ s i = n). 
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Using the above notations we can suppose d! = eiqi (i= 1, ..., m), because (4) is 
symmetric inp 1 } . . . ,p„. A p p l y i n g p ^ - f ^ q i and 
f1q1x1+... +fm Qm 
ZD 
we have 
dix! + ...+d'mxm£D 
proving that D n(C/(/?,)|l si^n). Inclusion Q is obvious. The proof of the lemma 
is complete. 
L e m m a 4. Let m£N and let qx,..., qm, q>0 be pairwise relatively prime num-
bers. If 
(5) 
and C contains the polynomial 
vqt ••• qtqx + il-vqi1... qtq)y, 
where v£Z, (v, q1...qm) = l and l^j^ki (/=1, ... m), then 
C 2 Cl{q? - qtq)-
Proo f . Let us introduce the notations 
p = qi1 •••qtq, p'= q*1 - qkmmq, i = = y -
First suppose p'\p2. By induction on r we show that 
(l-rvp)x0 + vpx1+... +vpxr£C. 
Pj (x0, A'j) is the polynomial given above, and for r ^ 2 we have 
Pr(x0, ...,xr) = ((1 — vp)Pr_1(x0, ...,xr_1) + vpxr) + 
+ (1 -r)v2p2x0 + v2p2x1+ ... +v2p2xr_1, 
where p' \p2. Thus 
x0 + vpx1 + (-vp)x2 = Pt(xo,Xl,x2, ..., x2) + vp'Xq + (-vp')x2€C. 
Applying Lemma 1 and (vp ,p ' )=p , we have C^Cl(p), as was to be proved. 
By the assumption of the lemma there exists a natural number k such that 
p' |p2k. We can choose k to be minimal with this property. We prove the lemma by 
induction on k. For k = 1, the statement was proved in the preceding paragraph-
Suppose k ^ 2 and the lemma is true for k — 1. Obviously 
v2p2x + (1 - v2p2)y = vp(vpx + (1 - vp)y) + (1 - vp)yeC, 
(v2, qx... qm) = \ and p'Kp2)2"-1, which implies 
(5') C i Cl{q\h ... qVmq). 
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We can now apply the lemma (case A; = 1) for (5) substituted by (5'), hence we have 
C i ... qfrq), 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
L e m m a 5. Let p> 2, «¡r£l be relatively prime numbers. If 
(C/( 1) 3 ) C D Cl(pq) 
•and C contains a polynomial 
vqx + (l —vq)y 
with v£Z, (v, p) = (l-vq,p)=l, then C^Cl(q). 
P r o o f . Let cp denote Euler's function. Using congruences 
(l-vqyip) = l (mod p) 
implied by (1 — vq, p) = 1 and 
( l - u g f C ) = 1 (mod^), 
we have 
(l-vq)«* = l+v'pq, v'eZ. 
•Clearly 
(1 - t ^ ) * « " 1 « ! -vq)x + vqy) + (1 - (1 - vq)*» _ 1 )z = 
= (1 + v'pq) x + ( l - vq)^ ~1 vqy + (1 -(1 -vq^W-^z^C 
therefore by Lemma 1 and Cl(pq)QC we have 
X + uqy + (-uq)z£C, 
where u=(l—vq)"'(-p)~1v and (u,p) = 1. Applying again Lemma 1 we conclude 
<C^>Cl(q), which completes the proof of the lemma. 
L e m m a 6. Let plt p2, p3=l be pairwise relatively prime odd numbers. If 
(C7( 1) i )C =3 a(2pip2p3) 
and C contains a polynomial 
v1p2p3x1 + v2p1p3x2 + V3p1p2x3> 
where vit i= 1, 2, 3 are odd integers, then C^Cl(p1p2p3). 
P r o o f . We have 
v3PiP2 (ViPzPsX! + V2p1p3x2 + v3pxp2 x3) + (1 - V a P r f ^ X s = 
= v3p2)PiP2Ps xi + (v2 v3p^pxp2p3 x2 + (1 - Itp^ps) x3£C 
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with v^pz and v2v3p1 odd and C^Cl(2p1p2p3), therefore by Lemma 1 we have 
*3 + M p a r t s x x + ( - up ip tpa) x 2 6 C, 
where u=v1v3p2. We can apply again Lemma 1 to complete the proof. 
We remark that Lemma 2 for p>2 is the special case q—l of Lemma 5 and 
Lemma 2 for /»=2 is the special casePi=p2=pz—l of Lemma 6. 
L e m m a 7. For any clone C with C / ( 1 ) 3 C D C / ( 0 ) there exists a natural number 
« > 0 such that C 5 C / ( N ) . 
Proo f . By assumption C does not coincide with the trivial clone containing 
projections only and thus contains a polynomial (1 —k)x+ky for an integer k^2. 
11 k—2 then 
C i [{(—1)^ + 2^}] = [{(— 1 ) ( 2 x + (— 1)y) + 2z}] = Cl{2). 
Suppose now k-=3. By induction on r it follows that 
Pr(x,y) = rJkr-1(l-Jfc)x + ( 1 - r A f - ^ l - k ) ) y € C . 
This is clear for r= \ and supposing to be true for r it is true also for r +1, because 
P,+i(x,y)=kPr(x,y) + (l-k)(k'x + (l-k')y) 
and l^x+{\—kr)y is obviously contained in C. Clearly n=kk~2(l—k)2 is even and 
nx + ( 1 -ri)y = (1 -k)2(kk-2x + ( 1 -kk-2)y) + (l -(1 —k)2)y(iC, 
(-n)x + (l + n)y = Pk-i(x,y)£C. 
To show the inclusion C2C/(«) observe that 
n(nx + (l-n)y) + (l-n)((l+n)x + (-n)z) = x + n( 1 -n)y + n(n-l)z£C, 
(-n)((-n)x + (l+n)z) + (l+n)((l-n)x + ny) = x + n(l+n)y + n(-n-l)z£C, 
and («(«—1), n(n+l))=n, which by Lemma 1 completes the proof of the lemma. 
P r o o f of the t h e o r e m . By Lemma 7, there exists a natural number n ^ l 
such that C2C/(n) . First we show the existence of plt ...,pk in (1) under the 
assumption 
(6) CQ n (C%j») | l S j ^ m ) 
where ..., qm are distinct primes and the prime factorization of n is n=q[l ... q'™. 
To show (1) it suffices to prove the following statement: if plf ..., pk>I (k£N) 
are pairwise relatively prime numbers with p1...pk=n and 
C 3 n ( C / ( / > , ) | l s j s k ) , 
12 A 
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then there exists an i£N with l^isk and integers p\,p"> 1 such that (/>•,p"t) = 1, 
p'iP'i=Pi and 
C i 0 (Cl(pj) 11 Cl(p'i) f l Cl{p"). 
Suppose the conditions of this statement are satisfied by C and 
... + drxr£C- C\(Cl{pj)\\ ^ j - ê k ) (RÊ 2). 
This means that there exist two coefficients d^, d^, 1 ^ and an index i, 
l s i s / c such that p^d, ,d, . By symmetry we can assume i'I=1, i2—2. Now (6) 
implies that for each j { \ s j - ^ m ) all the coefficients but one in (d1,..., dr) are divisible 
by q'ji. Consequently, ( p t , d j or (pt, J2) is greater than 1, say {ph d1)=p"^l. More-
over, if we set p\=and d[=^ , then we obtain p\\dj for j=2, . . . , r , hence 
Pi Pi 
n 
/?i|i/2 + . . . + i / r = l — dx and obviously p\> 1. Choose integers u,v such that u 1-
Pi 
+ vpi = ]. Since 
u^-(d;p'{x + a-d1)y) + vpiy = udi-^x + m-dJu-^ + vpi 
Pi Pi \ Pi 
y£C 
and this polynomial separates p\ and p", by Lemma 3 the proof of the statement 
is complete. 
It has remained to prove that (6) holds if n is chosen to be minimal with the 
property C 2 C / ( n ) . Suppose, otherwise, 
H = C- f l (Cliq'jf)11 S j S m) 0. 
First we show that H contains a binary polynomial. Assume that either all primes 
qt ( / = 1 , 2 , ..., m) are odd or Let d1x1 + ...+dtx,Ç.H, i s 2 . Then there 
are at least two coefficients not divisible by one of the prime powers q's, say by q]1. 
Suppose all the coefficients not divisible by q'^ are d1, ..., dr {r^2) and dx, ..., ds 
( s ë l ) are not even divisible by q1. If J = 1 then q[l{d2, q1J(l—d2, hence d2x + {\ —d2)yf_ 
If and, say, dx^ 1 (mod q^, then —d1, thus d^ + il—d^y^H, 
while if di= 1 (mod q^) for all /, l ^ i ^ s . then 1 ^ 3 , hence d1 + d2 = 2 (mod q^) 
implies {dx+d^x+il —d1—d2)y£H. 
We reduce the remaining case q'̂  — 2 to the one settled in the previous paragraph 
by proving that 
(H 2 )H' = C- H(C/{q'j f)12 s ; S m) * 0. 
Suppose that, in contrary to our claim, q{*=2 and CQ C](Cl{q'/)\2^j^m). Then 
H contains a ternary polynomial which can naturally be supposed to have form 
U1P2P3X + U^p^y + u3pxp2z 
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where ut (i= 1, 2, 3) are odd integers and p(=q'rn - ̂  ... q';t with 1=r0 s rx s r2 ̂  r3= 
—m. Applying Lemma 6 we have C 5 Cl(q{2... <7 )̂, contradicting the minimality of n. 
Any binary polynomial in H can be written in the form 
(7) " i ^ 1 ...qVx + u2<f/tf ... qlky 
with 0 S r ^ k ^ m , (u1,n)=(u2,ri)—1 and $¡^1, (i— 1, 2, . . . , k). For brevity, we 
introduce the following notations: 
Pi = q'i ••• q'r% Pi = q"r++f • • • q't, ps = q't+i ••• q'm PiPz 
pi = ft • • • 9s/, p'i = qV+i • • • qik-
(a) If both r=k=0, i.e. p[ =p'2=l, then applying Lemma 5 we get C=Cl( 1) 
which contradicts the minimality assumption. Hence we can suppose r ^ l . 
(b) If k=m, then there exists an index i with s^t-,, l^i^m. Set i^=min 
(Sj, tj) 0 '=1, 2, ..., m). Since 
"iPiPzX + (1 - ux u2p[p'2)y €C, 
by Lemma 4 we have CQCliqlK-.q"^), contradicting the minimality of n. 
(c) Let k < m , i.e. /?3> 1. Clearly, 
p'2p3\l-(uipir^ 
for u1p'1 + u2p2 = 1, thus (b) applies to polynomial 
(urfir^x + il-iiiiPir^ydC, 
provided the product of the two coefficients are not divisible by n. In the opposite 
case by Lemma 3 we have 
(8) c i c / w n a t e ) . 
If st<is satisfied for an /, l^i^k, say for /=1 , then by (8) we can choose 
integers u,, v2 such that 
ViPiPafriP'iX + u2p'2y) + v2p1y£C, 
hence again applies (b). (In case i>r the role of px and p2 has to be interchanged in 
(8), too.) 
Finally, if pi\p'i (7—1, 2) then we rewrite the polynomial (7) in the form u'1p1x+ 
+u2p2y, where {u[, p2p3) = 1, 0 2 > AAJ) = 1 • Applying again (8) we have 
v* Pi (M'IPI x + u2p2y) + VJPZPS x£C, 
where (v2p1u'1p1+v1p2p3 ,p3)=(v2 ,p3) = l, (v2p,_u'2p2, pa) = \, thus obviously p3^2. 
Hence by Lemma 5 we have C^C/Q?!/^) which contradicts the minimality of n. 
The existence o f p x , . . . ,pk in Theorem 1 is proved. 
12* 
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To prove uniqueness is suffices to show that for any two sequences of pairwise 
relatively prime numbers pi,...,pk ( k £ l ) and p1,...,pm ( m g l ) the inclusion 
0 ( C l ( p i ) ( C l ( p j ) 11 s j ^ m) 
implies that each pj divides one of the pt-s. 
Let we denote the clones above by C and C, respectively. Set p=p1...pk and 
k p 
P = Pi---Pm- Choose integers uh l^i^k such that 2 — «¡=1. Since •=i pt 
1-... + — ukxk£C Q C 
Pi Pk 
all the coefficients but one of this polynomial are divisible by pj. Assume 
(9) pj \^-u2, ...,-^-wJ = upx. 
\Pi Pk ) 
Applying the obvious inclusion Cl(p)^C and the fact that px, ..., pm are pairwise 
relatively prime we have 
(10) P\p. 
Suppose pjiPi- Now (9) and (10) together with the equations (pi,pd = 1, ( /=2, ..., k) 
• P imply u to have a prime factor v with v{px and v\pj and hence with — . Then 
Pi 
Pi \ !h Pk J 
U 2+ ... + — UK\ = 1. 
) 
This contradiction implies pj\pi, hence the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
3. Applications. Next we state two propositions that reduce the problem of 
describing all idempotent reducts of an arbitrary abelian group to that of the infinite 
cyclic group (Z; + , — ,0). Sometimes it will be convenient to use notation Z0 
instead of Z. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The clone of an abelian group (G; + , —, 0) is isomorphic to 
that of (Z,; + , —, 0), where i=0 or i-m(^l) according to whether (G; + , —, 0) 
satisfies no nontrivial identity or is of exponent m. In both cases the following map is 
an isomorphism: 
CJXJH- ... +c„xn\cy-~c1x1+ ... +cnx„lz. 
for every (c1, ..., c„>€Z7. 
In particular, this map is an isomorphism between the clones of the full idempotent 
reducts of (G; + , -,0> and (Zj; +, -,0>. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2. For every n£N the lattice L„ of all subclones of the clone of 
the full idempotent reduct of (Z„; + , — , 0 ) is isomorphic to the dual principal ideal 
[C/(«))Lo of L0 generated by Cl(n), where L0 is the lattice of all subclones of the clone 
of the full idempotent reduct of (Z ; - f , —, 0). The following map is an isomorphism: 
{Clin) g )C— {dlXl+ ... +dmxm\Zn\diXl+ ... +dmxm\z£C}. 
The proof of these propositions is straightforward and is therefore left to the 
reader. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (G; I ) denote the full idempotent reduct of the abelian group 
(G; + , - , 0). 
(i) If (G; + , —, 0) satisfies no nontrivial identity, then the lattice received from 
the lattice of all subclones of I by omitting the least element (i.e., the clone ofprojections) 
is dually isomorphic to the subdirect product of the partition lattice F(N) of the set N 
and countably infinite samples of the chain Q={0^\ ^...} defined as follows: 
£F0= {(n, s}\7i£E(N), S£QN, all but a finite number of components of s equal 0 , 
i(z') = 0 implies that i constitutes in n a class in itself} 
(ii) If (G; + , —, 0) is of exponent « ( > 1 ) with prime factorization n— p'^ --.p'™, 
then the lattice of subclones of the clone I is dually isomorphic to the subdirect product 
of the partition lattice E(m) of the set {1,2,..., m}and the chains Q{= {0^1 ^... =if}, 
/=1 , 2, ..., m defined as follows: 
'm) ={(tt, £I, ..., sm)\n£E(m), s(£Qi, ¿¡ = 0 implies that i constitutes in n 
a class in itself} 
P r o o f . First we prove (i). By Proposition 1 it suffices to prove it for the group 
(Z; + , —, 0). By Lemma 7 the subset obtained from L0 by omitting its least element 
constitutes a sublattice of L0 which will be denoted by Z 0 . Consider the following 
map: 
•A : ^o - h 
(11) <*>iS>~n(c/(/7tf<'>)|C€600) iic 
where (£(7tj means the set of classes corresponding to % and {px, ...,pk, . . .} is the 
set of all primes. 
By the definition of all but a finite number of terms in the meet in (11) 
equal C/(l), thus ij/ is a map into Z 0 . Obviously, if/ is a monotone order reversing 
map. Theorem 1 implies to be onto, moreover, in the proof of Theorem 1 we 
showed uniqueness just by proving that i¡/ is invertible and i i s also monotonic. 
Hence i¡/ is an isomorphism which was to be proved. 
By Propositions 1 and 2 (ii) is an easy consequence of (i). 
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T h e o r e m 3. An abelian group satisfying no nontrivial identity has no minimal 
nontrivial idempotent reduct. 
Let be a natural number with prime factorization n=p'-f...p'™. The clones 
of the minimal nontrivial idempotent reducts of any abelian group (G; + , —, 0) 
of exponent n are the following ones: 
n 
(a) [{x+n.-y + C — «¡)z|G}] for nt=— l ^ i S m , provided either p)\n or m= 1 
Pt 
andn=Pi, 
(b) [{u^x + u ^ y ^ f o r all pairs of integers qu q2> 1 with (qx ,q2)=\, qxq2=n 
andu1q1 + u2q2=l , u2£Z). 
P r o o f . Our first assertion is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2. To prove 
the second statement observe that by Theorem 2 and by Lemma 3 the clones covering 
Cl(n) in L0 (i.e. the clones Cz)Cl(n) having the property that there does not exist 
any clone C'£L0 with C D C ' D C / ( » ) ) are the following ones: 
(a)' Cl(n{) = [{x + "iy + (-ni)z\z}l 
(b)' Cl(q,) n Cl(q2) = [Cl(n) U {u^x + u2q2y\z}]-
We used the same notation as in (a) and (b). Now we can apply Propositions 1 and 
2 to complete the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k . Since ij/ given in the proof of Theorem 2 is an isomorphism, for any 
n 
sequence p1; ...,pn of pairwise relatively prime numbers the interval \Cl(JJp^, 
i = 1 
n(C7(/>,)|l — m ) ] L 0 is dually isomorphic to the partition lattice E(ri). Hence we 
can apply the result of SACHS [ 4 ] to obtain that the lattice Lo generates the variety of 
all lattices. 
The author expresses her thanks to Dr. B. Csákány for his kind help in the pre-
paration of this paper. 
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